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02. How is a workplace investigation usually
commenced?
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When a report of wrongdoing is brought to the employer's attention, whether through a whistleblower or
another channel, and an internal investigation is expected, it may be either mandatory or optional,
depending on the facts of the alleged wrongdoing.

The investigation will be mandatory when the alleged wrongdoing relates to an ethical issue according to
anti-corruption regulations, the employer’s duty of due diligence regarding, for example, human rights or
environmental matters, or where the works council has issued an alert relating to a “serious and imminent
danger” (or to “fundamental human rights”), but also whenever it relates to the employer's obligation to
ensure employee safety (eg, moral or sexual harassment).

If the investigation is not mandatory, it is up to the employer to decide whether or not to carry out the
investigation. Several key questions can help the employer determine whether or not it is appropriate to
carry out an investigation, such as:

What are the benefits of doing nothing? The company will have to draw up a list of the pros and cons
of an investigation, bearing in mind that in some cases a poorly conducted investigation could make
the situation worse;
What is the priority (eg, obtaining or securing evidence, or correcting the irregularity)?
What rules or codes of ethics must the company comply with?
Should external legal counsel only advise the company or should they play a major role in the
investigation process by becoming an investigator?
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Internal investigations are usually initiated after reports about possible violations of the employer's code of
conduct, applicable laws or regulations have been submitted by employees to their superiors, the human
resources department or designated internal reporting systems such as hotlines (including whistleblowing
hotlines).

For an internal investigation to be initiated, there must be a reasonable suspicion (grounds).[1] If no such
grounds exist, the employer must ask the informant for further or more specific information. If no grounds
for reasonable suspicion exists, the case must be closed. If grounds for reasonable suspicion exist, the
appropriate investigative steps can be initiated by a formal investigation request from the company
management.[2]

 

[1] Claudia Fritsche, Interne Untersuchungen in der Schweiz: Ein Handbuch für regulierte Finanzinstitute
und andere Unternehmen, Zürich/St. Gallen 2013, p. 21.

[2] Klaus Moosmayer, Compliance, Praxisleitfaden für Unternehmen, 2. A. München 2015, N 314.
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23. Should the investigation report be shared in full,
or just the findings?
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There is no obligation to share the investigation report. The findings, or a summary of them without
revealing any confidential information, may be disclosed, but it is the employer’s responsibility to keep the
identity of every person interviewed confidential.
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In principle, there is no obligation to disclose the final investigation report. Disclosure obligations may arise
based on data protection law vis-à-vis the persons concerned (eg, the accused). Likewise, there is no
obligation to disclose other documents, such as the records of interviews. The employee should be fully
informed of the final investigation report, if necessary, with certain redactions (see question 22). The right
of the employee concerned to information is comprehensive (ie, all investigation files must be disclosed to
him).[1] Regarding publication to other bodies outside of criminal proceedings, the employer is bound by its
duty of care (article 328, Swiss Code of Obligations) and must protect the employee as far as is possible
and reasonable.[2]

 

[1] Nicolas Facincani/Reto Sutter, Interne Untersuchungen: Rechte und Pflichten von Arbeitgebern und
Angestellten, in: HR Today, to be found on: <Interne Untersuchungen: Rechte und Pflichten von
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